Reg Students Face SJS ’Maze’ in Record Numbers
’Quite an Experience,’ Exclaims
Student After 16 Hours in Line;
Many Unhappy by Frosh Pre-Reg
By KATHY TILZEY
Spartan Daily Copy Editor
"Welcome to the famous San
Jose State College maze set up
by the Psychology Department."
With those words a registration
director with a loudspeaker greeted students standing in registration lines early Thursday morning.
"Only the Psychology Department" could have set up the twister route through the Science
Building and library, he explained.
"They have laid out a beautiful
quarter-mile course. You have to
run the course to pick up your
registration packets."
Later, about 8:30 a.m., the
morning fog lifted to reveal the
inevitable lines. The 8:30 senior
line. beginning at Morris Dailey
Auditorium, went back to Seventh Street, up to San Fernando
Street and around the corner to
the Speech and Drama Building.

-

THE LONG, WINDING LINES siread across the entire SJS
campus during last week’s regishation. Many students spent

Freshmen 4-%
In Pre-Reg
Experiment

the entire night at the head of their line, on’y to find classes
closed.

LONI:EST LINE
The registration director said
it was the longest line he has
seen.
First in line was a transfer student from Santa Rosa Junior

Illo,PARTAN DAILY

"Freshmen pre-registrat ion, a
project to get freshmen into freshmen classes, was a one-shot ex.piriment to see the problems fut u re cent rat ized pre-regist rat ion
w, ’old pose," according to Edward
Flemington, dean of underraduate studies and John C.
ontgemery, ditector of admisns and records.
Studr t distribution by class
hanged. To protect the
as n
ansl’er and upper division population, each ’partment gave the
admissions aod records office a
of seats gtharwritten allotm
for fiv ;nen based on
anteed
previous years. As, additional dozen
English lA courses wele scheduled
specifically for freshmen.
Dean Harrington emphasized,
"We didn’t give away seats which
wouldn’t normally be general education requirements for them." He
continued, "Many classes were
elosed to continuing students last
airing clue to departtnent preregistration."
Each entering freshman was i’quired to pay his fees this surety, to reserve a space at SJS. TIn
were also invited to participat’
reshmcn pre-regist rat ion, and t
majority did. The small percela age who did not, registcl, .1
normally.
The entering students Pal Ocipitting in the program completed
several time blocks of freshmen
colirses, which were then processed. Again the majority received
their desired classes, according to
Dean Harrington. There were,
however, a few who received substitute electives. "The problem,"
Montgomery st a t ed. "was that
most freshmen wanted 9:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. time blocks."
"The name of the game is gel
rid of the lines in the gym. This
was the first step," commented
Dean Harrington. Initial trial
clerical errors were made, but the
admissions staff "eased the
anguish" of incoming freshmen and
corrected the eriors quickly.
Later in the semester a representative sampling of freshmen,
faculty and executives will be
surveyed to learn the gorld and had
points of this pre-registration test.
Already they have learned three
needs.
- -All SJS information should be
sent in one envelope to facilitate
misunderstandings among departments.
--Extra course sections should
be added.
Communication with junior
colleges is needed to improve
transfer course flow.
’We gave it the old college try,"
salt Deans Harrington and Montgomery. They have begun to learn
tht problems involved with computer registration. Next fall it will
be more streamlined.
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Jewish Holidays
Jewish students absent from
class today and tomorrow to observe Rosh 11.i.lionit, or on Oct.
Kippur, will
2 to obsere
he permitted to itiake tip any
work missed. The college, howeer. will not eke, for these
holidays. high holy clits marking
the Jewish !WAS’ year.
Temple I:mann-El, IMO (Ili versify .%e., San Jose, Invites
aff sfs students to oloseme the
holicias with Its congregation.
hegan this lllll rning at
,Italents should have identification II 0 W
g affiliation
with s.f.s,

7.;:dt!eti Security
For Bookstore
See 1 11’11 y
111 SI/all:1n bookstore
will be "tighter" this semester
than ever before, according to Neil
Weinstein, head of security.
More physiezil precautions have
been added, said Weinstein. These
include two-way mirrors, para....die
mirrors, spy holes and plain
clothesmen 011 duty at all times.
"Shoplifting is a crime. You
can be arrested and you can he
given
reci.rd," he said. Nlost
simplifiers are sent to the dean
of students or dean
women.
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EOP Recruit Drive

CONFUSl:D? Well, don’t worry
so was
everyone else. las+ week at registration. But
soma day. hopefully in the neer future, long rill

the students did not
standing
qualify for college vvork.
However, an EOP spokesman
emphasized, "Every one of them
is perfectly capable of doing college work. Even if half of them
flunk out. the program will still
be a complete success, sine(’ that is
better than the average flunk -out
rate for all freshmen."
Their abilities were judged by
the
said
"personal criteria,"
spokesman, taking into consideration the possible effects of "white
-structured high schools" or lowincome family backgrounds.
The $600,000 in funds for the
program, most of it federal. is

Open Classes
Those students v.ho hao not
been able to get all of the classes
they desire should visit the appropriate departmental offices
during the first week of classes.
Lists of open classes vvill be available there.

by Roland Morqner
lines may be eliminated in favor of computer
registration.

’AMUSED ... APPALLED’
Why did he stay there all
night? "Being a transfer student,
1 figured I’d better get oriented
fast."
His reaction to the campus was
"somewhere between amused and
appalled." he said. "How can so
many people go to one school? I
don’t see how they have classes
fur all of them."
Some students spoke bitterly
about long lines and freshmanpre-regist rat ion.
"Why should the freshmen
the low men on the totem pole
be allowed to pre-register instead
of juniors and seniors?" demanded
a transfer students from Foothill.
"I don’t think it’s fair."
"I feel sorry for the inexperienced ones who don’t realize how long
they have to wait in the lines,"
she added.
BETTER IDEA
"Out of 24,000 students here,
somebody ought to come up with
a better idea than this," declared

Ed Class Offers
, Credit for Tutoring
Minority Children

Influx of 460 Minority Students
Increases Fall SJS Enrollment
Four-hundred and sixty Black
and Mexican-American students
enrolled at SJS under the fledgling
Educational Opportunity Program
1E0P) will be attending their
first classes here today.
The students, 187 of them fresh
from a four-week orientation program, were "recruited" last spring
and summer from neighboring
high schools, junior colleges and
minority neighborhoods by teams
of Black and Mexican -American
SJS students.
The EOP was formed in answer
to demands that not enough minority students were being enrolled at SJS. Until this year, ethnic
backgrounds here have not been
recorded. However, according to
an EOP spokesman, minorities
comprise only one and one-fourth
per cent of the state’s college enrollment, while making up 2:3 per
cent of the population.
"Recruiting" w s necessary
1 since by traditional standards
high school geodes and academic

%op, ,:et up camp on the
lawn near the Science Building ut
11:30 Wednesday night. Ile waited
nearly 16 hours until his group
entered the library at 3.15 p.m.
Thursday.
"It was quite an experience," he
told a Daily reporter. and was
prt pared to do it again if he
didn’t get into the gymnasium
that af ternoon.

divided between the Black and
Mexican-American EOP departments. Tim Knowles heads the
Black EOP on campus, AI Espinosa the Mexican-American.
One-hundred Blacks and 87
Mexican-Americans attended the
four-week orientation program,
which, aside from reading, writing
and lecture classes, stressed what
to expect when classes began and
the Importance of graduating.

Students wishing to participate
in Operation SHARE may earn
one unit of college credit this seSpecial
mester undc-r Ed. 196A
Studies in Minority Tutoring.
Any students interested in tutoring, under Operation SHARE
should contact Director Gil Solano
at Barracks 14 before Wednesday,
and students wishing credit must
register before Sept. 30.
In Operation SHARE, a volunteer college student tutors children who appear to be potentially
successful but lack academic skills,
self-confidence and/or motivation
necessary for educational achievement.
SHARE is administered by the
Santa Clara County Office of
Education.

Pres. Clark Tells Faculty:
’Achievements From Unrest’
Dr. Robert D. Clark, SJS presi- right students have vigorously asdent, told his new and returning serted."
Explaining his own role he
faculty last Monday that "many
achievements were made out of added, "It is not ea.sy for an adin representing the
ministrator,
student unrest the past academic
college. to be compassionate and
year."
Pres. Clark told the faculty ad- firm. But he must be, even though
ditional staff members from mi- some will regard the compassion
nority groups have been hired. as weakness and others will deAlso this fall, the college will ad- nounce the firmness as tyranny."
Pres. Clark also informed the
mit 460 students who are disadvantaged and technically inad- faculty that SJS has been desigmissible. This compares to 37 nated as the computer center for
State Colleges in Northern Calistudents a year ago.
The college is continuing its fornia. As an experiment this fall
drive against discrimination on the freshmen were primarily precampus and throughout the com- registeml by computer.
PLAN REVISED
munity. As ombudsman, Dr. Ralph
The Master Cut riculum Plan has
Poblano, has been amminted to
deal with such injustices. Also, ad- been revised, with the New Colditional courses concerned with lege beginning instruction this fall.
Blacks a nd Mexican -Americans New master’s degrees in mass
communications, law enforcement
have been scheduled.
TRADITION FLEXIBLE
and administration, and urban
miplanning hare been developed.
Referring to student and
told
Pres. Clark reported that the
nority demands, Pres. Clark
the faculty, "I hope I shall never Chancellor’s office has reached an
say ’no’ simply because there is a agreement with ihe Department of
rule or a tradition and equally Finance to give the college greater
that I shall not say ’yes’ simply freedom in assigning staff and in
because there is a militant de- some cases ’educing teaching loads
mand. I hope we will institution- to recognize additional responsialize the means for students to bilities.
.oxprcss their grievances and aspirThe president stresses the need
ations and thus give them some for a good environtnent on campus
assurance that they will get both for students end to work in.
a fair hearing and results. We Praising some "lovely spots" on
campus. Dr. Clark concluded that
have begun that process."
He said the college "must main - "A little imagination and not too
tain an openness to the expression much money should transform
into rvints of beauty."
ideas, opinions, attitudes a some spots

a junior girl who waited four
hours in the 12:15 line.
"We’re supposed to be getting
a good higher education, then they
have registration like this," another coed complained.
Other students, hovvever, did not
mind waiting in line.
"The hard part is sitting here
waiting," said a freshman boy in
the 3:15 line. "But once the line
starts moving it goes pretty fast.
all
we’re
You meet people
sharing the same misery so it’s
easy to talk to them. It’s kind of
fttn."
"A sense of humility -- that’s
what this gives you," commented
a girl veho sat next to him. "It
really tests your patience."
While waiting for lines to enter
the library, students set up class
schedules, read, :tie and listened
to radios. One girl played a guitar
while another brought her knitting. Card games were numerous.
SLEPT ON LAWNS
Blankets and vacuum flasks of
coffee were popular to ward off
the early morning chill. A few
students brought sleeping bags
and slept on the lawns.
Business flourished during registration. A man pushing a coffee
cart through the lines at 8 a.m.
Thursday said business was "fine."
Spartan Spears, a wornen’s service ’organization, sold coffee,
punch, doughnuts, cookies and
sandwiches to weary, hungry students.
The lines were longer than
many students remembered.
It’s ridiculous," commented a
girl who waited in the 1:45 line
since 5 a.m. that morning.
That line twisted from the
Seventh
Science Building t o
Street, down to San Carlos Street
and back to the Women’s Gym.
"Just a mile to go," quipped
a boy at the very end.

Police, SJS
Hold Meeting
On Disorders
SJS students, faculty, adtninistrators and city police established
them.selves as equal members of an
Interim Committee on Response to
Campus Disorder in a meeting last
week.
According to the grouP’s
the committee "shall meet to decide on a course of action at the
first hint of confrontation in
which there may be a clear and
present danger to life and property’
at SJS."
ADVISES PRESIDENT
The group will serve as adviser
to the college president. and the
San Jose Police department. both
of whom share legal responsibilities for protection of the campus.
More than 20 members of the
SJS community, including several
law enforcement personnel, discussed "positive preventative action" of campus disorder at meetings held during Orientation Week,
Sept. 16-20.
The sessions were called by Dr.
William Dusel, executive vice president in response to persistant
student requests to discuss the establishment of clear and definite
guidelines in advance for the kind
of provocation that would be
necessary Mote police should be
called to the campus.
REQUESTS INTEREST
Police Chief J. R. Blackmore requested an expression of interest
on the part of college students, as
well as faculty and administration.
in bringing law enforcement personnel into the early consideration
of college problems that might develop into trouble sprits.
Both police and college administrators recalled how a handful of
student mediators prevented a
second day of mass violence during last November’s rintious Dow
Chemical recruitment demonstrat ions.
Committee members Include
ASB President Dick Miner, Hal
Ratliff, polim liaison offices’: Dr.
Flruce Ogilvie, psychology professor. and Dr. Dusel.
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Ofitatire, muckraking & Other Graffiti)
By JEFF MULLINS

Advertising Mgr.

What really happened at the Democratic
National Convention in Chicago fitful sum.
iner went like this:

Editorial

IVE LOVE DALEY’
ft.

Daily Guidelines
Each semester the editor sets certain
guidelines which this newspaper will
follow in presenting a true and fair
approach to the day’s news.
You. our reathrs. art. entitled to
know the limits we place upon oursels es.
Esery news story printed is checked
for accuracy and fairness to all concerned. Editorial opinion will not appear in new - storit.s under any guise.
l’agt. two has heen railed thes "Marketplace. of Ideas.
e invite all members of the college community to express their tietts. either in letters to
the editor. or in sptcial guest columns.
Page. two also presents our views.
Editorials will reflect the opinion of
the paper as a wholt.. Whenever possible. staff members will be consulted
on editorial subjects.
!nth% idled staff members who disagree. w ith editorial opinion will be
ins ited to write articles projecting
their own siews. lit order to achieve a
balanred page of representative opinion. staff writers with disergent political %Wyss will write weekly columns.
Our editorial siews present what we
think is best for the college. community.
We may be students. but we will not
allow our w ritings to be pressured by
faculty. administration. tor student government.
e will attempt to give all recognized campus groups publicity for up-

Battin Down
the
Hatches

et llll i l ig events, speeifitally through
Spartaguide or news stories when space
permits. We have a limited staff, however, and groups seeking publicity
ntust take the initiathe.
Straight news, howeser, must take
priority. Our aim is to make the reader
aware of his surroundings, the persons
who work and study here, the problems. and the efforts to solve these
problems.
Tlw world of journalism is caught
up in an ever changing tide of events.
This paper. now in its 35th year of
daily sen ice. will attempt to keep pace
with this new world of ours.
P. S.

.N’’A
1

COMPLETELY FOOLED

"1 will stand in the doorway . . . !"

Guest Editorial

State Voting-Age Conflict C ontinues
For the third time. in the State Legislature an effort to lower the legal voting
age in California has been killed in cornkilled just as thousands of teenmittee
agers who never had a chance to vote in
their ’hes are being killed in Vietnain.
The bill to lower the voting age to 18
years was introduced by Assemblyman
John Vasconcellos of San Jose. Three legislators in the Assembly Constitutional
Amendments Committee did the hatchet
work, since the six-man committee split
down the middle.
Arguments for the proposal, which
would have to have gone on the ballot
as a constitutional amendnvent had it

passed the Assembly and the Senate, were
logical.
It was pointed out that thousands of
young Californians under the age of 21 are
heads of families. are proptrty OW11Crli or
have equities in property on which they

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and is seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest Rooms from SJS students and faculty members on matters affecting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Richard Battin, Daily
Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m. in
the Daily Office, JC208. Final decisions on use
of guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should be typed double spaced
on a 40-space line.

Staff Comment

By RICHARD BATTIN
’A graduate studtett friend of mine trans
forred from Santa Clara University, this
semester. to tsork for his teaching credential at SJS. Neter hating gone through
slch thing. a. sIS registration or buying
pkrking permit...m.1 coming fr
a school
where the li thronull S" group consisted
otily of
person-. my friend was a
little taken hack h, the semester proedetlings.
7Ut got down to tht school at 5:30 to
get our parking permits and the line was
. at that early hour. wound all the v.-ay
at lllll id the lawn perimeter of Tower Hall,
.tinttn to Seentli Strett and ter to the
Adniini.trat ion Building.
t1.1 walking toward ihe
:’,.As long as
41 of the linc. nobody pays you mutli
oi’rt headed toward the
kention. If
. flow. every dedicated commuter who has
*en there since 3:311 and before wakes
dp and e,ts iti closel to make sure
- ipiCre not cutting in line.
. t Nly friend stiggesttd we might try cutting in line, as we were walking in the
strong direetion. I jumped on his back.
: etigging my heels into his ribs and grabbing his lllll tali with both iny hands.
; W lien my friend had quieted down I
took my hands off his
th and told him
- is calmly as I could that to cut in a line
proceedings was just
:. during registrar
iihout the most dangerous thing he could
. do.
Ht. didn’t understand this either so I
’ told hien the story of Marvin Krebs.
- i Itlarsin Krtbs in 1959 was a freshman,
;vatting in his appointed line to go in and
register.
i
As the line moved into the old science
: !mailing to begin its winding twisting path
’ it
’ the north wing of the library, Marvin
ot a little nervous and accidentally
limped into a student in from of hint.
The entire It-I line panicked and
stampeded out of the Scitnce Building,
tearing off an entire wing in its flight.
Once outside the line cleared everything
in its path, tearing down treee and Spartan
Daily racks and vetything in front of H.
The K-1. jum scattered.

r;N

Meddling State Government
Hurting Academic Freedom?
By BILL IIURSCHMANN
Academic freedom has, in the past, been
a treasured freedom.
It was a freedom built on the responsibility of individuals both students and
faculty -- to fairly represent all sides of
an issue.
But now it seems that our state government is beginning to meddle into academic
f reedom.
The California Senate last sveek voted to
censure University of California officials
for permitting Black Panther leader and
Presidential candidate from lecturing on
the Berkeley campus.
It took many years for minority groups
in America to be recognized in elementary and high school textbooks. They had
previously been ignored both historically and culturally.
At last textbooks are incholing sonic
of the fine contributions of Blacks and
Mexican-Americans.
But now we find that the California
Senate is censoring Eldridge Cleaver. Do
they feel. as government officials, that
hear while attending an institution of
they must restrict what we. as students,
higher learning?
Dissent, for minority groups. has been
their means of bringing about chhnge.
They have heen hampered and discour.
aged from voicing their opinions for ’natty
years for so long, in fact. that they decider! little collie! be accomplished through
talk -- and that action, in the form of
strikes, picketing and demonstrations is a
way of showing Americans the extent of
their unrest.
Violenee. which is associated with the
Black Panther movement, IA not a good
thing.
But to prohibit a disgruntled element
of Amorica today from lecturing on racism
is to prohibit ono side of an argument

The night before the start of proceedings Hippies, Yippies and anti-war pro.
testers sneaked into the hotels and homes
of delegates and police. raidieg these
abodes its well as the pup tents and motel
rooms of National Guardsnien and Secret
Service agents, swiping uniforms, delegate
badges, electric shavers, soap, gas masks,
guns, mace and "We Love Mayor Daley"
signs.
The next tammittg, with the switch successful, hippies dressed as delegates and
security, hurried to their positions in and
around the Amphitheater.
At Lincoln and Grant parks, unshaven,
unwashed, and wearing poorly fitted hippies’ rags, thousands of delegates and cops
gathered in protest.
Suddenly the tables had turned. The
"ins" were "out" and vice-versa.

from being aim’ to a receptive, but selective, audience of students.
College students are in colltge because
they can digest and assimilate the information they receive. To deny Cleaver the
right to speak is, in effect, saying a college
student cannot think for himself.
Regardless of whatever merits Cleaver
can produce, he sl lel not he denied the
right to air his views
that is a simple
infringement on academic freedom.

Staff Comment

Plus-Minus
Grades Just
Pettiness
By MARY GOTTSCHALK
A plus ni minus affixed to a letter gratle
at San Jose State does not affect the
amount of points you receive for each
grade and is nothing more than a form of
pettiness.
A person rectiving a B+, a B or a B
will get three points, not two and a half
or thret. and a half, just three. The plus
or minus may he viewed as gold stars by
the instnictor hitt moat students view them
an frinttrations.
You’re not going to reptat a course you
got a B-1- in and knowing you were two
points from an A is not going to make
swallowing that B any easier.
For the student who views the grade as
tlie focal point of a class. the plus and
vitinus system ip fine. But for the student
who views his education as a whole, why
hat drop this form of pettiness and give
d%
the grade straight 614.,11,44 ill.’ 1

are required to pay taxes, and that exclusion from the political system contributes
much to today’s youth unrest and trouble
making.
The "disenchantment of the betweeners"
those who are between 18 and 21 years
is certainly contributory to vioof age
lence and demonstrations, for they have
no other voice.
It was further pointed out that many
student teachers of 18 and 19 years of age
have been certified to teach in our schools
including the subject of goternment
yet they are not allowed to participate in
the governmental process.
Many in this age bracket are disabled
veterans from Vietnam. Some of the marhers and home-makers,
ried girls are
yet they cannot have anything to say even
about how their city or county is run, let
alone the state.
Let’s face it. Youth is rapidly becoming
the majority in this state and nation. It
to die 8,000
is youth who is called tq
miles front home but who cannot cast a
ballot at the polls in his own home town.
There is no longer a chaitce to get another hill in the Legislature this year, but
the military draft goes on.
... Eureka, Calif. Times-Standard

JUNE ’68
By ANDREI VOZNESENSKY
Wild swans, wild swans, wild swans,
Northward. northward hound
Kennedy . . . Kennedy . . . the heart
Breaks at the sound.
Of foreign polities
Not much may be understood;
But I do understand
A white cheek bathed unit blood.
The idol of TV screens
. . .
In his funeral auto
With bullets, bullets, bullets
Madmen proselytise.
When absently he shook
That head while yet intact
I thought of Yesenln
With his tumblihg forelock:
As on that poet’s brow
a sickle-moon would brood
For public effect, they thought,
But it proved to be fot blood.
How defenseless the challenge,
Politician or poet
When he topples to gunshot
Right through the TV set!
Oh, the roots of apple trees
Torn from orchard soil,
Mourn high on her balcony
There on the thirtieth floor!
Apple trees, apple trees .
Curae those bloody trees!
Let skyscrape-apples griese,
Good but to guard a grave.
EDITOR’ NOTE: The full teat Of Russian poet
Aydrei Vosn lllll ky.s poem "June ’60," lamenting
the assalination of Senator Robert F. Kennedy,
ppears.cernplete for Die fIrst Nme in SNOW’
in the "riunt
Nvw

To say the least, NBC and CBS were
completely fooled. They never really knew
what had transpired as they were blinded
with justifiable rage over ultra tight security precautions and restrictions of "free
press" by the real Democrats.
Under the eirctunstances, howeter, none
of the fake delegates dissented when Tom
Hayden and Mark Rudd, disguised as Ilawaii Senator Inouye, and Oklahoma Representative Albert, suggested everyone play
the part of the real conventioneers and
security personnel "that nobody would be
the wiser."
Thus. when the real delegates, (quite
provoked after two days of filing useless
complaints with Chief of Police Ira Meltzer and Mayor Nick Kopke) charged the
Hotel Hilton and the Amphitheater, the
Hippie security forces beat and gassed
them without mercy.
Senator McCarthy and McGovern. who
didn’t know about the switch. peered out
windows and deplored the brutality.
SPRAYING MACE
One Hippie cop, sprayittg liberal
amounts of mace on a thlegate from
Florida exclaimed to anothtr cop in drag,
"Y’know something . . . Dow Chemical
Company ain’t so bad after all!" Squirt,
Squirt!
The other psuedo-cop, who was entliti.
siastically denting the head of a peace
officer from Chicago, replied, "Yeah ...
This is more fun than smoking pot."
Whack, whack!
Thus. "with the whole world watching,"
roll call was taken in the convention hall
and the Hippies, Yippies and activists
nominated Hubert H. Humphrey and
voted to continue the bombing in Vietnam.
Being part and parcel of the Establishment wasn’t so had after all.
EDITOR’S NOTE- The Thrust and Parry section of the
edIfori’ page offers students and faculty a chance to
express their views on campus, local, national or international issues. Space is allowed to ncourag written debates on such current affairs. Contributions to
Thrust nd Parry must not exceed 250 words, must be
typewritten, double spaced within 46-spacir margins
end properly signed wtth the writer’s name and faculty or ASB number. The Daily will no print Wier*
personal
which are libelous, in poor taste or indud
attack. The dltor reserves the right to edit or cut
letters to conform to spec. limitations and to cte
publication of letters dealing with subjects Ise beHeves hoe been exhausted.
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The rneetur_ .1 4 p.m, at the
Encino Apartments, 457 S. Ninth
St., will explain co students "just
what they’re up against," said
Joel Fritsche, one of the organizers of the as-yet unnamed group.
The biggest grilles of the group
and of most studenls are the
raising of rents and failure to
refund cleaning and key deposits,
he explained.
Miner’s talk will define the
ASB’s role as "Li medium of communication" to help ptotect the
rights of students living In apart mem, fle will also outline some

of their legal rights as tenants,
he said.
Also speaking will be Fritsche
and ASE Vice-President Bill Langan.
Fritsche has indicated the group
will try to become incorporated
in the future to facilitate possible
legal procedures.
More meetings are being planned for the coming weeks.
ln a flyer handed out around
campus, students are urged tu
come to the meeting to help "organize a united front to fight
ring
rent-bannis whose
our eariar, ’

THERE’S 110 PLACE iffi
TN/S WORLD WHERE I’LL isLi-oi46,
WHEW I’M GONE, AND I WON’T
KNOW THE RIGHT - FROM THE WRONG, WHEN I’M GONE, AND YOU worcr FIND
ME SINGIte 0.1 THIS SONG, WHEN I’M
GONE. SO I GUESS I’LL HAVE TO DO
IT- WHILE I’M HERE!

USED BOOKS POURING IN !

folgA
330 S. 10th & San Carlos

imouitowilimmonoinsommom

No Openings
For English

Students To Air Housing Gripes
ASII President Dick Miner will
speak tomorrow at a meeting organized by /I group of students
"fed up with the unscrupulous telions of many aparttnent ownersiround SJS.
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Miner Speaks Tomorrow

Lots of Parking
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1 All English Department class
, openings wet.. closed as early aS
9130 a.m. Friday, according to Dr.
Roland LEP, department chairman.
"We have over 200 classes in the
department and we have had a
definite increase in student enrollment. Unless more state money is
given we will not be able to open
up new English sections. Students
will lutve to try to sit in on classes.
"The English Department al.
%Ws fills up quickly but I think
all of the departments are almost.
closed out. We have more students.
KEITH CLUCKEY
than ever before and things are
... new presidential assistant really tight, especially since more
trtuisfer students WV wanting up.
per division classes," said Dr. Edward Harrington, dean of undergraduate studies.
"We are opening new class sections every day and s t ud en ts
should cheek the department offices if they are unable to get the
classes they need," Harrington
said.

Cluckey Selected
New Assistant
To Pres. Clark

SJS has a new assistant to Dr.
Robert D. Clark, president of SJS
Keith C. Cluckey.
Cluckey, director of planning for
the USC School of Education for
the past three years, replaces
Charles W. Reed, who resigned
during the summer.
As assistant to the president,
Cluckey, 44. will be responsible for
community relations and development of community support for
college programs. In this aspect,
he will act as a liaison between
SJS and the community.
While at USC he was program
director for the $9 million School
of Dentistry capital campaign.
Cluckey received his B.S. degree
in physical sciences from Gonzaga
University. He spent nine years as
a senior logistics engineer for Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corporation in Oakland, and from
1960-64, he was senior engineer for
customer services for Kaiser Aerospace and Electronics Corporations.
Cluckey was also a district sales
manager for Slick Airways in Los
Angeles.

Interracial Groups
Continue This Fall

Interracial Encounter Groups
will be sponsored again this semester by the counseling center.
Originated in fall 1967, the
groups encourage persons to react
openly to others and reduce walls
that separate individuals from onei
another, especially across lines of
race, religion and national origin.
The first groups were open to
Greeks and United Black Students,
with about 35 students participating.
Viewing the program as a sue.
cess, the counseling center expanded it to 61 members in spring
1968 with membership open to
interested students and faculty
members,
Tbe limiting factor so far
the program has been the lack ot
Blacks and Chican os. Groups ,
formed represent all three races.
The groups meet two hours
week in groups of 15 or less. Interested persons may register in
Building K.
The program is under the direction of Drs. Ray M, Schumacher
and Keith W. Johnsgaard ot the
counseling center.
AMENNINIIIIMINF

Out of Stock New and Used Books Arriving Daily
* books for all your classes
* checks accepted for all purchases
* full refunds with receipt until October 5
* save money with our used books
* convenient hours to serve you
Monday -Thursday 8:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Friday - Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
t

tuo locations to serve you
se
of
y.
of
ed
,ic
Of

13.

134 e. san fernando
and
457 e. san carlos
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california book co., ltd.
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Student Discount
ON

By MIKE ELVITSKY
spartan Daily Sports Editor
PAL() ALTO -- Slinging sophomore quarterback Jim Plunkett
completed 10 of 13 pass attempts
for 277 yards and four touchdowns
as Stanford Indians handed the

SJS football team one of its worst
defeats in the history of spartan
foot hall 68-20.
The Tribe marched straight
down the field for a TD the first
time they had the ball with tollback Greg Broughton running it

REQUIRED ITEMS

ART SUPPLIES
Save 20/0

Stanford Destroys Spartans, 68-20
ANGELO’S STEAK HOUSE

SAYS

WELCOME
1010Selgot

Liquitex Acrylic

Save 10% Oil and Watercolor Brushes
Save 20% Canvas and Stretcher Bars
Save 10/,, to 15% on hundreds of items

Reg.

Sale

23"x3I"

$2.75

$1.83

20"x26"

1.85

1.24

BULLETIN BOARDS
I 6"x24"

1.75

1.19

24"x48"

3.95

2.79

Complete Supplies For Arf
Classes Including:

In our seventeenth year of serving SJS
Fantastic daily specials

Lettering 15
Drawing and Comp. 25A & B
Graphic Design 104A & B
Commercial Lettering 105A & B
Painting 114A & B
Watercolor I27A & B
Design and Comp. 140

I 12

Open daily 6 a.m. until 11 p.m.
Free parking at 38 South 3id St.

FREE PARKING

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE

South 2nd Street

72
FREE PARKING

E. Santa Clara St.

Lube 9

MOBIL GAS

Thick steaks at student prices

WSJ

Welcome Back SJS i

College ielutemotive

students, we continue to offer:

Design I2A & B

^

The Spartan offense failed to [ with five minutes left in the fitst
generate any drives and Stanford half.
came right back with another six
The play to Lasater %Vita a fluke
with Broughton diving over from FAS the Spartan defender was runthe one, giving Stanford a com- ning stride for stride with the Inmanding 21-0 lead with still three dian end but was caught out of
minutes left to be played in the position when the reception was
first period.
made and had to turn around to
Plunkett anti Washington teamed make the tackle. By then Lasater
up again, only this time on a 51 - had gained an extra five yards and
yard scoring play to put the Tribe it was simply a matter of how fast
ahead 28-0 in the opening minutes he would run the remaining 35
yards.
of the second quarter.
The sophomore quarterback came
The Spartan offense finally
right back again, hitting Indian showed life as they marched 73
end Jack Lasater on a 66-yard yards in 13 plays with tailback
play, giving the ’nib,. a 35-0 lead Walt Shockley taking it over with
56 seconds remaining in the half
to make the score 35-7.
Shockley finally came alive the
second half, as did the entire Spartan offense, as they displayed some
fine football playing which the
Come in and get acquainted with
Stanfold field hadn’t seen in a
number of years.
Len. Al. and Andy
One press ,ATI ter Mparted, "I
think Mr. Simpson has finally
found someone to give him some
_ competition." Shockley is indeed a
= fine athlete but Saturday afternoon
E the offense game too little, too late
470 S. 10fh St.
NEXT TO STATE ANNEX
E. to make most writers start think= ing about any All-Americans on the
293-9816
E Spartan squad.
OPEN 6 DAYS
M -F 9-7
SAT. 9-6
=
The second half saw the Tribe
score another five touchdowns as
it seemed the entire Stanford
rev
I It
squad could do no wrong. One exc
oil and
’ ample of the Indian charm ocfilter
curred when sophomore quarterchange
lhaek Ron Fujikawa threw a 12Drop If Off In The Morning
yard touchdown pass to fullback
Pick Up Aftel- Class
’Jack Alustiza on his first play of
[ varsity competition.
, Russ Munson was replaced by
Mark Woods midway thmugh the
[ third period and Woods took the
team dcnvn to the Tribe 39 where
Walt Shockley ran over some bodCorner of San Carlos and llfh Sfs.
ies to make the score 54-13.
’ Third-string quarterback Don
Perkins took over the helm in the
From Europe - Charter Jet Flights
fourth period and showed some fine
;moves as he quickly took the SparOne Way
London to San Francisco
Ilan.% 76 yards for their third touchAugust 5. 12, & 19, 1969
[ down of the day.
nimilter of spares is mailable. for faculty,
Perkins will undoubtedly be
staff, students of the California Siate Colleges.
given a more extensive going over
as coach Harry Anderson indicated
Fare: $225 one way
that "we’ll look at the films and
For information: Office of International Programs
’determine who we feel should open
The California State Colleges
[ at quarterback against Fresno
16011 liollotta) 4sentie
[ State this Saturday night."
San Franeisro California 91132
11151 169-1011

LEN & AL’S
BARBER SHOP

SPECIALS
ART PORTFOLIOS

lin from the 21 yatd line with only
Jour minutes gone in the first
arter.
A Frank Weirath fumble enabled
Plunkett to throw his first touchdown pass of the afternoon as he
[ hit end Gene Washington for the
score with nine minutes left in the
tirst quartet..
Washington, who finished the
game with five receptions good for
170 yards and thtee touchdowns,
was covered rather t ight ly by Spartan Walt Shockley but made a diving catch in the end zone which
was almost impossible to guard
against.

297-7184

Tennis Star Ashe
To Face Bob Lutz
In Game Tonight

Arthur Ashe, who became the
top tennis player in the world hy
winning the Unitcd States Open
Tennis championships last week at
Forest Hills, N.Y., will face Bob
Lutz in a tennis exhibition at SJS
tonight.
Also scheduled on the pmgram,
which will start at 7:30 p.m. in
Spartan Gym, will he Judy Tegart
of Australia against Kristy Pigeon
of Danville.
Ashe is the talk of the tennis
world after his smashing win in
New York. He won out against all
the top amateurs in the tournament which also included the top
Professionals such aR Rad Laver,
Pancho Gonzales, and Ken
Rosewall.
Although pmmoters are now of, fering top money contracts for
Ashe to turn pro, his main con, cern is returning the Davis Cup
to the United States.
Ashe began to make his way
into the headlines three years ago
when he won the National Intercollegiate Championship while attending UCLA. He later made a
tour of Australia and Europe winning several major tournaments.
Until this year more expel ts felt
that he played too loose anti tried
too many difficult shots. This year
-:
he pulled everything together and
has not lost a Davis Cup match.
He won the two major tournaments in the United States.
Ashe is well known and respected for his booming seme and
his sound ground strokes.
Lutz is the former National Intercollegiate champion. He has always been considered an nutstanding doubles player anti only two
weeks ago he and Stan Smith won
the U.S. National Open doubles
championship. His singles game
t eol texts. Millions of ’etn. All summer long we’e been
improved greatly this year as he
reached the finals of the U.S. Nabuying used texts from bookstores around the nation. lint
tional championship.
Miss Tegart, who was the finalour problem midi! be your gain. Just help yourself to
a ist at Wimbledon, plays a tenacious
of
millions of used texts at 257o off the new prices.
3_ game, but has been accused
having a happy-go-lucky attitude.
Area
Bay
Kristy, a sparkling
product, is a fast rising star and
is expected to be the best in the
few more years.
nation in
Tickets are available at SJS
Student Affairs fifer, Grodin’s
Sports Shop and most tennis clubs
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111191111111111111111111111111111H11111111finmiiiimumiumo111111111111101111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111einumm1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111H111111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111M111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111uM in the area.

We’ve Got a Problem

Q BOOK
w STORE

330 S. 10th Near San Carlos

OPEN ’TIL 9 LOTS OF PARKING
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Booters Open Against Chico
San Jose St..te’s delending West
Coast Intercollegiate Soccer Coliference Champions open their title
defense

c/foto

By
MIKE ELVITSKY

this

Wednesday against !

Chico State at 7:30

p.m.

tan

in Spar-I

Stadium.
Although the Spartans will have
a tough act to follow after last

I-1 tedin, SJS has a good
,tdrt with nine returning lettermen. and possibly the hest forwdrd line in the school’s history.
Ed Storch, all-WCISC and hon.
ruble montion All-American last
year will open at center-half, Fred
N’ourzad inside-left, Art Romswinckel at right wing, with soph-

potiiiimore Mark iternandez,
tial All-Arneriedn at outside lett.
The KIS tusoer’s biggost prob.
lem will he trying to fill the shoes
of departed All-American goalie
Frank Mangiola. who graduated
last semester along with ...enter.
forwarvi 1Ienery Cimacho and
center-half Gary 1116111,
The top candidates for the

Is school spirit dead? This year’s cheerleaders will have an
position ram’ seem to be Rich Diexcellent opportunity to answer this question.
benict up from the junior varsit,
Last beilP011 was a total failure as the cheerleaders did nothing
and a transfer from Iran, Vigt
Khackian.
lllll re than attempt to arrive at the games sober. The yells ranged
Head coach Julie Menedez look front poor to awful and many times it was obvious that one or
for the Spartans to he stront-ti’:
two of the boys knew little about football.
on the wings this year and the
Such cheers as "LSD" or "Eat the Root" were as dry as the
defense appears to be sound, wile
cheerleaders v.ere drunk. Many times they cheered for the offense To the surprise of few, Johnn \
Prior to his appointment, John- Romswinckel, Luis Mintegui, and
Pavic.
when it was the defense on the field.
Johnson. former SJS grid stand- -,d1 was assistant football coach Zeljko
With social revolution seeded on our college campuses many out, WilS named assistant flootball it Nevkark High School for two
drs where he coached the froshstudents tend to pooh-pooh cheerleaders DP nothing mom than coach and an instructor in tli
iph team last season to the
fraternity brats who roll VW’s and drink Rex. Last year’s rah-rah Department of Physical Educatidn Mission Valley Athletic League
boys did little to change that image.
for Men this past summer.
Chatafronship with a 6-1 record !
Head Coach Harry Anderson
Most of the students could care less if the cheerleaders showed
Married, his wife. Robbie is It
appointment
welcomed
Johnson’s
registered nurse doing research ,
up drunk for the games. But a great many do care when all they
saying "John has been, for all work at Stanford.
do is sit around trying to look pretty.
purposes, it member of our coachHead Basketball Coach Dan
of
Besides the appointment
poor
and
infreso
Last year at the Cal game the cheers were
ing staff for the past three years. Johnson another Spartan great Clines will hold a meeting for al’
quent that students started their own yells. Sonieone even threw He knows the game, he can coach Cass Jackson was named DST /16. varsity basketball candidates int
it, and the players like and respect sistant freshman football coach.
Tuesday, Sept. 24, at 3 p.m. in
a tomato at the head cheerleader to see if he was alive.
Jackson played on the 1962-63 room 201 in the Men’s Gym.
This year’s cheerleaders have brought forth some original him."
A star fullback Par the Spartans, Spartan teams earning AII.Pacific
Assistant Coach Stan Mtwrison
ideas but have been turned down by the administration. Perhaps,
Johnson gained 1699 yards on the Coast Honorable Menr:on. After will also hold a meeting for ttll
this could be one of the reasons why last year was so apathetic.
ground and scored Fl remarkable his graduation he played two yvars freshmen basketball candidates on
Whatever the case the people in charge had better get together 21 touchdowns during his three- of Canadian ball for the Saskat- Wednesday, Sept. 25, at 3 p.m.
in room 201 in the Men’s Cold
year playing career 11960-621.
to make sure nothing like last year happens again.
hewan Rough Riders.
Having the cheerleaders arrive by helicopter or come in
riding Hondas were fantastic
ideas but because of sonic little
insignificant rule at Stanford
the request was turned down.
1480 S. WHITE ROAD
Somebody could have pulled
259.0696
some strings as they were last
year when someone parachuted
into the stadium during the
Luiheran Church
halftime of the Cal-Stanford
Missouri Synod
game.
374 South 3rd Street
Let’s hope this year’s crew
OLTGOING ORDERS ONLY
will have enough guts and ideas
Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and 11 a.m.
Large $1.50
Mediums $1.00
to promote some school spirit.
2 Blocks From Campus
It’s there hut you have to shake
For any pizza but our
it now and then.
COLLEGE DISCUSSION GROUP
One observer claims that this
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT AT 7 P.M.
Also complete dinners starting at 95(t
year’s cheerleaders will be no
CLOSED MONDAYS
better than last siniply because
A. J. BROMMER, PASTOR 292-5404
they all come from the same
Owned and operated by Ralph
fraternity with the exception of
(Formerly with the Doghouse)
N. A. FIRNHABER, VICAR 294-7033
one

Ex-Spartans Named
As New Grid Coaches

WEDNESDAY
IS

STUDENT DAY
15% I)iscount on all dry cleaning orders.
ASB Card must accompany each order.
Offer expires Oct. 30, 1968

CLEANING CENTER

LUIGI’S

PIZZA TREE INN
Featuring

First Immanuel
Lutheran Church
And
Student Center

Plus other supporting acts
Only N California appearance on their farewell concert tour
Friday, October 4, 8:30 p.m., Oakland Coliseum Arena

Prwmoted bv
COnCerl ASMX.atin
licKEtS ON SALE At COLISEUM BOX OFFICE AND FLE AGENCIES
INCLUDING SAN JOSE
MAIL ORDERS ACCEPTED

THE CREAM
PLEASE SENO- RESERVE SEAT TICKETS
(PLEASE PRINT)
EACH.

Ail

AMOUNT ENCLOSED

NAME
AODRESS
ZIP

CITY

"TIME"

25%

"PATIENCE"

ON OUR HUGE STOCK OF
USED BOOKS

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
’RIGHT ON CAMPUS’

PHONE

PLEASE MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO COLISEUM BOX MICE
MAIL TO COLISEUM BOX OFFICE c o THE CREAM
NIMITZ FREEWAY & HEGENBERGER ROAD OAKLAND CALIF 94621
ENCLOSE SELF ADDRESSED ENVELOPE FOR IASI SERVICE

"MONEY"

SAVE

All Sesta Reserved I

Prices Se SS S4 $3

Wholesale Pizza
Confusion

287-0933

266 E. Santa Clara

Cage Meeting
Scheduled

. .

,
.111.4

R--SPARTAN 11.111.1
Monday, S.., .
-

2:1. 196R

Applications For
S.F. Symphony
,,,. :4111 i cisco Symphony Foundation’s
’.15th annual auditions for yeung
instrumentalists are novo available in the Mosic Department.
Cash prizos bitaling
will he awarded to winners in
three scparate categories: piano,
strings and winds. The outstanding artist in the entire eiimpetilion will be invite:I I.
as soloist vvith the S
--,
phony oi ehesi ra

,26,

ree

\I

.\::
.11 -day Outdoor
Art and
Faire Saturday at its new location adjacent to the Santa Clara CM(’
Center, Santa Clara. Preceeds
(rem the Fair... which begins
at 10 a.m and c mimics until
p.m.. %sill be used to furnish
the Children’s :Busmen portion
of the complex and to implement
the special progrems and classes
planned for children hy the mu -

revi.leet

ItA) M
A FREE TRIP TO

ME)C1C0
FOR. 2

VJ’

TDIERINALISCRIZEL

e

NO OBLIGATION
NOTHING TO BUY

Deposit
this coupon
in your
Co’lege Store
Sweepstakes
Box

Here are some of tre past w.oners
of the College Sweepstakes:
Tom LesserMichigan State
Ellen LloydUniversity of Buffalo
Bruce *kensIndiana State
Edit VillarrealUniversity of California

Prize trip includes 14 -day fiesta in
historic Mexico City and in the fas-

%Rhin first 4
weeks of classes.

IT CAN
HAPPEN TO YOU

No substitutions
for winning trip.

cinating Acapulco paradise.

sponsors of

WEBSTER’S
New World
Dictionary

Read
Thru
Color

particiaatIng

Address
College
State

5 SUBJECT
NOTEBOOK

College
Etlition

Accent the
bright way

’

Name

Sweepstakes ends 4weeks
after start of classes!
Enter noWi Beat the deadline!
Winner to be announcep Nov 15th,

VIA
AMERICAN
AIRLINES

some of the .

SA Ile \a
’Milli:et’, hat
been added to the departments
music, art and dramas this
- -nester.
Cherie M. Curry. instructor in
music; Iligo
Haradit. assistant
plufessor of musk% and Rubett
P. Manning, assistant professor
of music, will teach a variety
of subjects in thc music department.
Adrienne Kraut, assistant professor of art, will teach students
of art; and Irwin J. Atkins and
Bernard Rosenbla t t , brit h assist ant professors of drama, will
teach students of dramatic att.

hulls in a series of booths loeater! on the seven -act, ’1’
’
camp:Ls. ’rhy eVellt
,
adults and eh:ldren
tunity to watch many r
.etig
artists at work and to ’
their work with theni
of the items tin display s.. ill he
avoilable for purchase
An :motion of various articles,
donated by members and friends
of ’rriton, will be another maior
feature of the day. Additionally,
household items. toys and small
appliances ’sill be sold to the
h e hest bidder.

The Filire. which is free to
all, will feature various exhibits
of art works, crafts, antiques.

k.

These are

Arts Area Acids
Six New Teachers

Art Faire in Santa Clara

complete I
HAMLET’
stock
"".../000/H000.0.0.00;000’I
of Lit
aids

your College

MAJOR
ACCENT

.Term Planner.
.

QUICK
CHARTS
Learn
in minutes

5 YR UNCONDITIGNAL
GUARANTEE

VIS-ED
Think Language
Compnt facts 0!
Vis-Ed cards
r

COWLES
How to Pass
GRADUATE RECORD
EXAMINATION
APTITUDE TEST

$395

Bring entry to

Director-leader Dr. Hal J.
’Mad, chairman of the DraIlla
Department, had nothing but
favorable reaction’s to express
about the tour which took the
group to Korea, Taiwan, Okinawa, Japan and the Phillipines.
"We received an excellent reception everywhere we went,"
he said: although the manner of
the reaction varied a little from
place to place." Ile justified
that difference in reaction by
explaining the difference in "etatut:e sophistication" - :Jr how
familiar theater is to a certain
area.
’ In the less ’cultured’ areas,"
he said, "we were received as
something brand new and exciting, where in ’theater’ areas
we %very probably rated by comparison."
Although the show, sponsored
by USO, was delivered mainly
I() U.S. servicemen stationed on
the islands, there were a few
shows performed for Korean and
Japanese servicemen.
"We played everything from
a huge gymnasium the size of
SJS’s to a vixen 1/16th the
size of that," Todd said.
"Sometime, we couldn’t even
use the whole set we h a d
brought or perform all the numbers, but we still went over
pretty big." The east made it
a usual practice after ea c h
show to go out and socialize
with the servicemen," much to
their delight." according to
Todd.
’rhe singing-dancing troupe
perrormed 44 shows, including
three television performances,
between the five places they
sisited, and despite an earth-

. . . the cast as they

returned

quake in Japan, a typhoon in the
r ro s
Phillipines, and n u
colds and diarhhea attacks the
students encountered, nobody
missed a single performance,
Todd said. "The only major mishap we had was our loading lady
fainting in the middle of a performance."
The 15-member CaSt 1A’riS reponsible for performing stage
crew and scenery ditties as well
as dual acting roles.
After the group finished all
its perfiarmatices, the actors
took a week off in Japan and
merely relaxed and became tourists.
One thing Dr. Todd especially
recalled about the trip was that
everywhere the group went they
witnessed demonstrations by the

Um I

ilappening

MAPLE LEAF
ElasliBlE BOND
IN BOXES

444 pe,
8
x 11
paper

..=2.1611214110.

climates,
extreme
Battling
the usual ph),sical ailments that
accompany trasel and a rigorous work schedule, the S J S
"Glis’s and Dolls" tour company
returned to San .1.)se three
%%mks ago, after a "tiring, but
r n
eight -week
successful"
which took them through islands in the Pacific.

mkoif NATIONAL

STEBCO
Attache Cases
44.

CLIFF’S
LIT NOTES

Eight-Week Run Successfu

t

cpaPtatt geek4toe

MONDAY, SEPT. 23
"A One -Day Happening" by Professor David i-iatch, Main
Art Gallery, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
"Line Drawings From San Francisco" exhibition from S.F Muscum
of Art, Little Gallery, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. (through Oct. 4)
TUESDAY, SEPT 24
"Strains From Old Cathay," Ancient Chinese costumes and
Furnishings from the collections of Frank James dnd Fred and
Anna Lambourne, Main Art Gallery, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m (il-rough
Oct. 4)
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 25
Travel Film, Explorers
Theatre, 8 p.m.

Club

of

San

Francisco,

Montgomery

THURSDAY, SEPT. 26
Amici Della Musica, Opening Concert, afternoon series, 2 p.m.

FAST SERVICE

FRIDAY,
"Send
p.m.
"Paint
p.m.
"Tight

SEPT. 27
Me No Flowers," King Dodo Playhouse, Saratoga, 8:30
Your Wagon," musical, Saratoga Council Chambers, 8:30
Little Island" films, De Anza College

SATURDAY, SEPT. 28
Opaterny Ballet, Old Town Theatre Co., Los Gatos. 8:15 p.m.

SUNDAY, SEPT.

29
Opaterny Ballet, Old Town Theatre Co., Los Gatos, 2:30 p.m.

AT

Spartan Bookstore

12

CASH
REGISTERS
to serve you

JIM’S
Barbershop

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

Voteklatt

from

the eight -week four.

outli of that country. "The students, especially in Japan, seemed to feel a kinship with us,
perhaps because of this, even
though they couldn’t speak more
than two words of English.
Now that they’re back, the
group has split and the students
have all gone their own separate
ways, A few have graduated, a
fcw are still doing undergraduate studies and one is studying
abroad. " And now we’re getting requests to put the show
together again and do different
parts of it," Todd said regretfully.
Even though he did have a
good time, and the experience
was a matchless one, Todd said
he learned one thing on the
tour: "I wasn’t as young as theY
were
I got
tired doing all
that work!"

Play Season
Highlighted
By Variety
Minna

seasons at San Jose

Slate College are designed to
provide a challenging variety of
subject style, period aod experience for both participants and
spectators.
The 1968-69 season is no exception. It will range from the
lilting poetry of Ireland’s most
famous comedy through the happy rhythms of a dynamic American musical comedy, the measured cadence of an exciting
Tudor tragedy.
This fall the opening production, Playboy of the Western
auction, Playboy of the Western
World, hits been nominated for
possible inclusion in the first
American College Theatre Festival in Washington, D.C. next
April. Synge’s play which will be
presented in the college theatre
October 25-November 2, will be
directed by Dr. Paul Davee.
A new English musical comedy, Our Men Crichton, will be
produced in December. In March,
John Webster’s brooding, bloody
tragedy, "The White Devil" will
he presented. Lillian Hellman’s
"Toys in the Attic" will open in
April and the 201 -year-old comedy, "Clandestine Marriage" will
come to the stage in May.

WE DISCOUNT EVERYTHING!
4 Track Tape,:
621r 6121ing

I,. P.’s & 45’s aml make your
machines. We sup- eu
1M)
ply everything lint tlu music.
tiring yoUr

and
Hair Styling

talieS on our

79
Per Tape

Special I /iscounts to SJS students
4 & 8 track tapes at Discount Prices

By Appointment

FASTFAST & COOL TOO!

293-2747
98 E. San Fernando St.
(Inside Mosher’s Ltd.)

own

294-20/4

MAKE-A-TAPE
r’. ‘.ta

FIRST ST
tS.E Chtf. 95113

Tfonday. c.ptrirnher
-------

1,1(18
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David Harris Anti-Draft Speech Brings
Ovations in Morris Dailey Auditorium
scription, which is a euphemism i
for murder."
Just signing the draft card, "you i
decide not to live brotherho’ad"
and "reinforce the acts of death
in the world."
A member of the Resistance.
a non-violent movement aimed
at ending military conscription,
SJS "to
Harris said he’d come
look for standard bearers" for his
cause.
"You have a choice." he said.
"of seeing starving people as
brothers and responding to them
as to brothers or its enemies and
responding to them as enemies."
-

David Harris, folk -singer Joan
Baez’ husband who FebruarY
starts a three-year prison sentence for draft evasion, drew
three standing ovations from a
capacity Morris Dailey Auditorium audience in a speech on draft
resistance last Monday.
It was a big turnabout for the
22-year-old former Stanford student body president, who first
srxike here in spring, ’67, to reportedly less than 50 persons in
front of the cafeteria.
This time his audience stood to
applaud when he entered t he
building with his wife, when he
concluded his speech, and after
an ensuing question -answer session.
Both Harris and his wife, Joan
Baez, will return to SJS this
Friday to again speak on the
draft. Their 7 p.m. visit to Morris
Dailey will be sponsored by The
Resistance and Professors Against
the War.
The tone of Harris’ speech was
not radically changed, only the
response to it. He emphasized the
timportance of "world brotherhood" and that the draft is "one
link in the chain" that destroys

He gave the example of World
War II Denmark as a nation
which. through non-violent means,
thwarted the totalitarianism of
Nazi Germany.
"One of the beautiful things
about American totalitarianism is
that it is participatory," said Harris, who is working on a book
called "A Testament of Broken
Swords."
"There would be no such thing
as the draft without all you people that give it recognition."
Looking to his jail sentence,
Harris said, "I can find no more
honored position in America today

Fall Council Convenes I

1

Student Council convened
the fall session last WednestW
with the introduction of members.
Carol Johnson was appointed ASB
recording secretary.
Council also allocated $415 to
ilian to be a criminal.
SJS student Bob Dunn to finance
"If the choice is between spend - a $2,000 trip to Israel for the Noing time in jail and killing people, vember International Paralympics.
I’d rather spend my time in jail." Dunn won three events and placed

A complete revamping of perprocedures in stutwo others at the New Yuricl sonnel selection
dent government begins today in
National Wheelchair Games.
the college Union, 315 S. Ninth
A special meeting will he held
St.
today at 3 p.m. to discuss the F1dIn the past, people had been
ucat;...miii Opportunities Program. sought to fill specified pusitions,
constitutional revisions and re- but this year interviews will be
vised corrunittee selections. Larry conducted for persons able to fill
Boniface, college union program any post open, according to Robdirector, will report on this year’s bie Schnitzer. personnel selection
union program.
of firer

"WHY SWEAT IT"
Books (new and used)

ASTOR’S COIN-OP SAVE MONEY & TIME

25c AUTO WASH
2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

Supplies

LINGO( is1 AVE. 1

am( suNoL st

Money-back guaranteewith receipt ’til October 10

_OPEN
24 HOURS
732 S. F MST ST.

tt.

"If you’re betvveen 18 and 35
there is a social institution called
the selective senice, which is a
euphemism for military con-

FOR ALL aASSES
at
AIR CONDITIONED

VACS AND WAX, TOO
IT’S SO EASY, TRY IT

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

?Pe/carte Pact!
students and faculty of San Jose State

Fresh

AS B Job Recruitmen
Procedure Changes

-2

WE WOULD LIKE TO OFFER YOU:
Grade- k Choice Nleats
Fre,11-pickeil Produce
Tip

Quality plus E%

eryilay LOW l’riees

"Ou, Reaietre lo Serve

cpaptaft gookolitere

72101(..

0191npa Iitarket

a

"Right on Campus"

CORNER OF 10th & WILLIAMS
OPEN 6 a.m. to 12 p.m.
3
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SAN JOSE’S LARGEST, MOST COMPLETE RECORD STORE

NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 12 to 5

me,U14

WELCOME STUDENTS SALE
iiitORDS

ARLO GUTHRIE

CAPITOL Records

TWO GREAT ALBUMS
From Arlo and Reprise Records

2

’Alice’s Restaurant’
and
’Arlo’
Your
Choice

’ANTHOLOGY OF
BRITISH BLUES’
Eric Clapton
John Mayall

’SUPER SESSION’
Mike Bloomfield
Al Kooper
Steve Stills

GREAT SOCIETY
VOLUME I
and
VOLUME II

FOUR GREAT ALBUMS
sow

99

’S’NWP
14s,c

fo
.

BIG BROTHER
and the
HOLDING COMPANY
’CHEAP THRILLS’

c. W4,1

%Ma-

San Jose’s Own
CREEDENCE
CLEARWATER
REVIVAL
FANTrIASY
RECORDS

299

3 69c

OF

QUICKSILVER
MESSENGER
SERVICE

STEVE MILLER
BAND

SAN JOSE’S
OWN
’PEOPLE’

JOHN STEVVART
and
BUFFY FORD

THE BAND
’MUSIC FROM
BIG PINK’

PATTI DREW

MAN

Fraternity of Man

HOROWITZ
ON
TELEVISION
SEPT. 22nd ON CBS

ANY ONE OF THESE RECORDS WOULD
BE A FINE ADDITION TO YOUR
RECORD COLLECTION
Lou
Sr/r,
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

FRATERNITY

14’

HOT NEW GROUP

AS SEEN
a . P rice
5.79

U1111BCII

Just Released ’ARLO’

From ABC Records

Cat. Price
4.79

el.

Your Choice

21111: mint rasa

_AVISSIZSP4th.
Sir maim ir

ONLY

99

ENGLISH IMPORTS
The Largest Selection of British Records
In the Valley. Also the Lowest Prices . . .
BEATLES
CREAM

MAVALL
ROLLING STONES
MOODY BLUES
JIM HENDRIX
MANY MANY MORE!

We Have Tickets for Filmore-West Avalon

LargeSt

Sao los. lion
lac.1111.o
11,1.611"

Ito (moor..
Cock VI
Creek 11,v1

iscount records inc
SAN JOSE 99C N. REDWOOD AVE. 246-3474
SAN FRANCISCO/BERKELEY/MENLO PARK

ni

HOURS: Monday - Friday
Saturday
Surday

San

Jose Store Located Between
MACY’S and THE EMPORIUM
One Block Off Stevens Creek

10 - 9:30
10 - 6:00
12 - 5:00

2

99

Your Choice
4.79

CHOOSE ANY OF THE ABOVE
ALBUMS AND SAVE
Largest SeIrctionLotcro PriceS
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED
,use Your

Iscount records inc
SAN

Ss. ilme Ibre
let.1111.
Nene Mae y’s gal
11. .letes
.8.
Illak
Dons

Cron Int.

JOSE 99C N. REDWOOD AVE. 246-3474

SAN FRANCISCO/BERKELEY/MENLO PARK

r. ... .
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MASC Reveals
Chicano Chapter
Formation Here

’Weaving, Wrestling Classes Offered
In On-Campus Extension Services

Moves

Woo

.!

’Cita

Placement

has

Center

moved its offices tu 122 S. Ninth
St., Building "AA." The move was

Class To Campaign for Credit

Two dozen on campus extension can American Experience iSoc.
courses are being offeied at SJS Sci.x153.2).
Registration is conducted at the
for the fall semester.

necessitated by the need for more
space by other departments in the
Administration
Dr. E. W. Clements, Placement
Center director, Said students
seeking part time jobs should visit
the office this week. Those students looking for career jobs are
asked to wait a week until the
new offices have been refurnished
and all files are in order.

! They range, in subject matter,
ism’. plus .; ifa(itI
Sticlents interested in politics. tei around working in is legisla- den: s
from Weaving and Stitehery for
The Mexican -American Student will have an opportunity this se- tor’s office in Santa Clara County. ! the field work’s experience graded
the Elementary Classroom (Art
recent ly :nester to campaign for the candi- working for a candidate in a cam- by Young. Although a political
:WAS(’
Confederation
paign or working for a party ! parties course and legislative pro!x1151 to Advanced Coaching Prob.
announced the formation of a Chi- ilati. cif their choice - and receive,
cess
course
are
recommended.
organization.
coilcite credit for the course.
lems in Wrestling 1P.E.x187E) and
CW10 Institute to be sponsored by!
claiis in Political Science 1191 Past students have worked on a there are no officoal prerequisites
!The Blade American and the Mex.
the SJS ehapter. The Institute is
fur
Political
Science
119.
!
committee.
Field Work in Politics. Stu- party’s policy planning
a culmination of seVelal years of dews can receive from two to 10 while ()then; have canvassed and
planning anti development which is unit s credit, depending on t he ;Ione office work.
; The Leather Shop
expect ed to bear fruit this amount of time spent worlcing in a , One SJS student, Doug Winston.
candidates campaign. For each is currently working for Assemt.!
semester.
:s Custom -Made Sandles
,
four hours a week, the stutlent man John Vasconcellos. Wins!,
"Funding of research compoI has been assigned to prepare a I,!
And Everything
will receive one unit of credit.
nents within the Institute has been
Roy Young, as.sistant professor for possible introduction by Va.Leather
of
Department
1
legislatio,
the
of
explored with
EARRINGS
.i.oncellers, in the state
af political science and teaches
sublei.,
the!
in
the
problem
Winsten will choose.
Labor and the Department of the course, said the
Guaranteed for
s.
BEADS
.z.o’
convince students! research it, and write the bill.
::
Health, Education and Welfare," past has I-seen to
Life
Z.
,
s
.
;
’s.
FINDINGS
Krue.....!!
politime
much
Fred
too
Another student,
riot to spend
::,
said the Committee on Slexicantickin, to the (went that they is now working in Louisiana
American Affairs.
ignore other classes.
!the Republican Nutional Comm.!FILIGREE
MASC has been very fortunate
Beeause 196H is an election year. ! tee on college campus organization
in securing the cooperation of ex- Young expeets a large class en- !He recently attended a three-day
Wasting.; ton.
perts on Mexican-Amei jean affairs, rollment. Since 196S, when the !training session in
between five D.C.
not only from the local community class was organized,
Many local candidates have in
and 10 students have enrolled. Albut from the entire Southwest.
ready this year, nine have shown the past and are currently using
Never in the histmy of this na- interest in the field work.
students enrolled in this progiam.
tion have so many Chicano eduStudents interested will be able Young indicated the candidates are
cators come together to build a is, si.yn-up for the class all this very receptive. and the students
program that deals realistically week,’ acrorling to Pro f occur highly enthusiastic.
Course grade %%ill be deterwith the :Mexican-American cul- Yeung.
Ylit
Bus!. Specialists in all major fields
Subject areas will basically cen- mined by a report from the
will work in a cooperative effort
to fill the academic Void of r
teMporary Chicano thought.
cording to MASC rep, !.!!
Major functions of It.. I.
New and old students alike will
will be: 1 to gather e
all published and oriole!. appreciate the many service features
terials relevant to the M.
’
t
at Silva’s "close to campus" location.
American Movement in the
pe.
and
west, 12} the research
ALL MAJOR GAS
CREDIT CARDS HONORED
cation thereof. and (3i to de.
r 4.1
LI*
programs pertinent to the elii.
EZY CASH STAMPS
Donal needs or the

ect

fees

0 74 E. San Frenando 0.\
:,..
to
6
:,
10
Open
every
day,
297-9953
:,
.
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SILVA TEXACO
WELCOMES ALL STUDENTS
BACK TO CAMPUS

(

Spartaguide

SERVICE

COMPLETE

LINE

AT

TEXACO

PRODUCTS

second

THE COLLEGE PLAN
exclusively for
THE COLLEGE MAN
College MaJler
from coast to coast
the leader in
insurance sales
to college men.
because
... Guaranteed by a top
Corn patty
... No War Clause
... Exclusive Benefits at
Special Rates
...Premiums Deferred
until you are out of
school

outline ... contact

TOD SI
.lilpha Phi Omega, 7 p.m.,
343. Chapter meet

the

For Your
COLLEGE. MASTER

BUDGET PRICES

OF

by

For mom information on the extension prognun and course description.s. contact the Extension
Services Bulletin, available at the
Extension Office, 319 S. Fifth St.

121 S. First ::.,

FINEST

payable

meeting.

Wad

citAIN

iz

first meeting of each class, with

1.1).

78 S. 4th St.

WEDNESDAY

Late for

Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m. II i
Nils Peterson will read poetry

Jim Harget
Cam Sawyer
Frank Hoey

SILVA SERVICE 295.8968

Class?

We’ll Park

for

it

You. Low Rates.

Darwin Shoop
Len Sears

Fidelity Union Life I mmmmmm co
505 S. 10th St.
286-6700

THURSDAY
Ski ChM, 8 p.m ,
Memtxrship sign-up !.
guest speaker and
skating trip.

’’Wo!,:or,le

Back

Students

and

Faculty"

Spartan Daily Classifieds

FRIDAY
Alpha Phi Omega, 7 and 10
Morris Dailey Auditsnium. Fi.
Flicks: "On the Waterfront"
"The Wild One." Admission is tree.
MONDAY
Alpha Phi Onwga, 7:30 p
Faculty Cafeteria. Formal Rush
refreshments and guest speakei 1,o
all interested college men.

*we

paPtan
150 East
San Carlos St.

ANNOUNCEMENTS -Ill

PERSONALS CH

SERVICES 181

NIXON?
HUMPHREY?
WALLACE?
FREE INFORMATION sii C. os al Ci..
i
’ Bolt :he t . ’ ’
,-,.. Write Bob Noll, t
I
c
i
s
or
strips,
i Jose. 95126.
osur 5. Specify. ’.]Ir,r.111/1.4 P,,,JJC
tions. P. O. Box 8541. S. J.
SICK OF DALEY and Demo politicos? HAVE YOUR HEARD? " 69 is coming!"
, is ember Chicago- ibemper strips) (bumper strips) 40c. Discounts
orders
4... Specify. Skrawl.Mark Productiors. over 5, Specify. Slirawt-Mark
P. O. Box 8541. San Jose. Disc. on P. O. Box 8541. San Jose. C,
95125.
-rder, ei,er 5

292-28,10

r

(corner of Fourth Ht.)

’ . . ’

,

RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM
ESCHEE. Free delivery, free service.
No contract. Call 251.2598.
TYPING - THESIS, term papers. etc.
experienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.
LOOKING for a clean inexpensive Hap.
pening? Wash and wax your car at
Astor’s Coin -op Auto Wash. 732 S.
1st & 804 Lincoln.

H1ELP WANTED 141

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

PERSONEL COUNSELORS. Part tune,
sudies. Min. 4
iikisiyment place.
huipiul. however owner
me
. Sorry. comrniision & bonus.
will
2332 Suvens Creek Rd. 293-2145. Don
King.

Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206
Daily
1:30 to 3:30

GRAD STUDENT. Immediate opening
at SJS with the national leader ;n soles
to college men. Flexible hrs. Great op
portunitiet. Call Callege Master Fidelity Union Life. 286.6700. Frank Hoey,
COED COOK WANTED at Acacia Fra
ternity. $50 a mo.
meals. Once in
lifetime opportunity. Went. your glass
siippers. It’ll be a gas! 793.9611.

To Place
an ad:

Tues.-Thurs.
10:30-12:30

Af; SZ47 13.f:

co-eo

MWF
9:30-1 1:30

COED COOK wins smile for 3 G,
ate students - Mon. thru Thurs. (297.4942 after 5:00 p.m.
VOLUNTEER HELP of all kinds is needed
in nearby Girl Scout Troops. Call Mrs.
Moore. at 867 428/

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make

HOUSING 151

check out to Spartan Daily

DESPERATELY NEEDED. I female room
mate fo share 2 both,. apt. Upper
division only. $42.50 a mo. Call 297.
9164.

Used Books Arriving Daily

Classifieds.
C..0-fD’S MOTHER

STUDENT TO SHARE APT. 504 S. 4th
St. AO #6. 297-6249.

146 DANGIN6 PARTNER

CLASSIFIED RATES

(Re

BOOK

3
4
5
6

w STORE

330 S. 10th Near San Carlos

Open ’Til 9

Three lines
One day

lines
lines
lines
linos

Add thii-

amount for
each addl.
bona! line

3

111111111111111111111111VIIIIIIPIIIIIIMIIME1111111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111113§

One day

Two days

Three days

Four days

Five days

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

...
.ou

.50

.50

.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
[r] Announcements (1)
D Automotive (2)
El For Sale (3)

0 Help Wanted (4)
0 Housing (5)
0 Lost and Found (6)

Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465

No refunds possible on canceled ads PrInt your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for sock line)

minimum
Eic

A6 ’FR/EMO’
145GRH3EP

n

Personals (7)
0 Services (8)
D Transportauon (9)

Print Nam,

FOf

Address

Endemic! Is

City

Dayo

Mons

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN JOSE, CALIF.
95114
Please ’New 2 days after *aim for ad le appear.

